Abstract. We present a method for the accurate numerical evaluation of a family of trigonometric series arising in the design of special-purpose quadrature rules for boundary element methods. The series converge rather slowly, but can be expressed in terms of Fourier-Chebyshev series that converge rapidly.
racy. When r is small, direct evaluation of the trigonometric series is impractical because they converge too slowly.
The author's interest in Gr and Hr stems from their role in the analysis and design of numerical integration techniques for boundary element methods. That application leads to systems of nonlinear equations involving Gr and Hr (for small values of r ), the solutions of which yield the weights and integration points of nonstandard, Gauss-like rules. See Chandler and Sloan [4, §5] or the survey article [11, §7] for a particularly simple example, where the integration points are the solutions of just a single equation, Gr{t) = 0. Brown et al. [3] discuss some important analytical properties of Gr and Hr.
Other authors have considered the numerical evaluation of certain closely related trigonometric series, arising from plate contact problems. For some methods quite different from the one presented here, see Boersma and Dempsey [2] and papers cited therein.
To 
We shall work with Cr and Sr instead of with Gr and Hr because the relations
(1) C'r{t) = 2nCr-x{t) and S'r{t) = 2nSr-x{t) are more convenient than the corresponding ones involving G'r, H'r, Gr-x, and Hr-x . An elementary calculation reveals that Cxit) = 2n{t-\) for 0</< 1, so for all r > 1 the restriction of Cr to the unit interval is just a polynomial of degree r. In fact, 
5i (i) = -2 log |2 sin ?ii| ;
however, in general, Sr is a rescaled version of the Clausen function of order r :
following the notation of Lewin [9] . Our strategy for computing S2, S3, ... uses (2) and the second formula in (1).
In order to split Sr into a sum of singular and regular terms, we define a function <P, on the interval [-1, 1], by writing (3) Srit) = -lyz^V-1 log? + i-\y-\\ -ty~x log(l -i)] + ®ri2t -1) for 0 < t < 1 . The problem now reduces to evaluating <Pr. When r = 1, the closed form (2) implies that
and by differentiating (3) and using (1), we find that
where Qrix) = 27J^[il+xy + i-iyil-xy] for r>0.
We generate 02 , O3, 04 , ... by repeated integration of $!, using the formula (5). The constants of integration follow from the relation (6) / Srit) dt = 0 for r > 1,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and the numerical calculations are easily performed using the method of Clenshaw and Curtis [6] , as we now demonstrate. Let Tk denote the first-kind Chebyshev polynomial of degree k, i.e., Ticoso) = cosrcf?, and put 2 fx <S>rix)Tkjx) A . , ^n ark = -I -.
. dx for k > 0, n J_x y/l -x2 so that°° oo (7) <¡>,ix) = Y!"rkTkix) = ^fToix) + Y.arkTk{x). cf. [5] or [6] or [7, p. 59] . The case k = 0 is handled by observing that (3) and (6) if r is odd.
uk=X 4kl-X
The coefficients brk can be evaluated in closed form: after using the parity property Tki-x) = i~l)kTkix) and the substitution x = cosö, we find with the help of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [8, p. 372, formula 9] that brk = n ,! + (-! \r+k {2r)\ for 0 < k < r.
2r~2 ir + ly.ir + k)\ir -k)\ Table 1 lists the nonzero coefficients ark for 1 < r < 6. The calculations were performed as described above in 25-digit, decimal arithmetic using MAPLE, and the results then rounded to 15 decimal places. In the case r = 1, the coefficients were obtained by computing axk with N = 24. From the behavior of a\k for N in the range k < N < 30, our values of axk appeared correct to about the 22nd decimal place before being rounded.
